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From the last year September to now, the campus life in the most beautiful university was my honor and 

pride. I was very proud of being a student of this school and really want to come again if I can get a chance. 

First, the campus itself was so beautiful that can make every student get happy. The library, the management 

building, K-center, and the lake, all buildings and places were really beautiful in good weather. And facilities 

like gym, swimming pool, and playground were also good. P.E. programs were also satisfying. Most 

Taiwanese students were kind and friendly too. I believe they helped me to enter this school with pleasure. 

Some opportunities that OIA offered like trip, supper or meeting were enough to feel warm reception of 

Taiwan people. In addition, some of events in school were so fascinating like some concerts of student club, 

an athletic meeting, graduation ceremony and night club at gym.  

 Although I was really satisfied with my life, but of course, there was some dissatisfaction, too. Actually, the 

weather of Hualien was the most terrible thing. But it is nature thing that we cannot deal with. 2nd was lack of 

language center classes. I had heard a lot about language programs of other schools. But contrary to those 

schools, numbers of class or system are not good enough. Not only the language programs but also the major 

classes were not easily opened for foreign students who cannot speak Chinese. In my case, there was no hard 

to roll in, but the girl who also came from Korea, she was too hard to be signed for a class, because 

professors did not let her take. Students must respect the educational philosophy of professors. But at least 

for the exchange students whose purpose is to learn Chinese in any way, I wish professors become generous.  

3rd, I hope the dormitory office have education about stop stealing or trash separation once or twice a 

semester. Frequently, milk or some foods I had brought from Korea disappeared. And seeing tons of 

unseparated trashes made me worry how the workers can separate those things. Moreover, why girls can 

freely enter boys’ dorm?  

 From last year October I have met my Taiwanese girlfriend. With her I could learn moto, frequently go 

downtown, and go some beautiful places of Taiwan. Without her, my campus life could be misery. There 

was no relationship between roommates, because they were all mad at playing game, never say hello to each 

other. Moreover, in Zhixue it was very hard to find exciting things by myself. So it was luckiest and happiest 

thing after I got here. Writing this report, I want to say I love her and thank her a lot. I am not sure I can pass 

all classes, but still, also thanks to the teachers who taught me, friends who helped me and finally the school 

who gave me a chance to enjoy the beauty of Donghwa University. Thank U All.  



 


